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Properties of double event patterns
XMM–Newton / EPIC pn   distribution of singles and doubles

HK9808b2. MnK: FS, 178 K, 5.9 keV

pn125101.015: FS, 183 K, 5.9 keV, rev 125
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XMM–Newton / EPIC pn  
distribution of doubles

pn080001.003: 183 K, 5.9 keV, rev 80
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XMM–Newton / EPIC pn  distribution of doubles

pn242901.005: FS, 183 K, 5.9 keV, rev 242
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XMM–Newton / EPIC pn distribution of doubles

pn134801.003: FS, 183 K, 5.9 keV, LW, rev 134
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XMM–Newton / EPIC pn distribution of doubles

15125101.015: FS, 183 K, 5.9 keV, rev 125, lower threshold increased to 150 adu
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80125101.015: FS, 183 K, 5.9 keV, rev 125, lower threshold increased to 80 adu
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XMM–Newton / EPIC pn distribution of doubles

HK9808b2.MnK: FS, 178 K, 5.9 keV
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XMM–Newton / EPIC pn  distribution of doubles

HK990107.FeK: Arixas, 183 K, 6.4 keV
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